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Unilateral Calcification of the Caudate and Putamen: Association with Underlying Developmental Venous Anomaly

SUMMARY: Stenosis of a DVA may result in chronic venous ischemia. We present 6 patients (3 men, 3 women; age range, 30–79 years; mean age, 53 years) with unilateral calcification of the caudate and putamen on noncontrast CT. This calcification typically spared the anterior limb of the internal capsule. No patient presented with symptoms referable to the basal ganglia or had an underlying metabolic disorder or other process associated with calcium deposition. All patients subsequently underwent gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging and/or CTA or conventional angiography demonstrating the presence of an adjacent DVA. We hypothesize that chronic venous ischemia in the drainage territory of the DVA causes the abnormal mineralization. Greater recognition of this entity will prevent misinterpretation of this finding as acute hemorrhage and will prevent unnecessary and sometimes invasive evaluation in such patients. Furthermore, this entity should be considered in the differential diagnosis of unilateral basal ganglia hypertention.

ABBREVIATIONS: AVM = arteriovenous malformation; C = caudate; Ca²⁺ = calcification; CTA = CT angiography; DVA = developmental venous anomaly; HA = headache; ICH = intracerebral hemorrhage; L = left; NA = not applicable; P = putamen; R = right; SZ = seizure

DVA consists of a radial complex of medullary veins draining normal brain parenchyma and converging toward a common trunk that ultimately drains into the deep venous system (medullary veins, subependymal veins, and deep cerebral veins) or the superficial venous system (cortical veins and/or dural sinuses).1–3 Acute occlusion of a DVA due to thrombosis, surgical ligation, or resection may produce catastrophic venous ischemic and/or hemorrhagic complications.3–5

Initial reports of DVAs depicted by cerebral conventional angiography concluded that a DVA is a rare malformation with a propensity for complications, particularly hemorrhage.1,2,6–9 More recently, DVAs have been recognized as the most common vascular malformation of the brain, occurring in approximately 3% of all patients, and having an almost uniformly benign course. They are frequent incidental findings on contrast-enhanced CT and MR imaging examinations, as well as on postmortem examinations.2,5

The association of DVAs with cavernous malformations is well recognized, and cavernous malformations have been demonstrated to emerge with time in the vicinity of DVAs.3–5 Focal vascular narrowing within the common venous stem of a DVA has also been described, and this feature has been implicated in the development of localized venous hypertension in the brain territory drained by the DVA.3,5,8,10,11 This may lead to gliosis and encephalomalacia,3,5,9,12–14 as well as dystrophic parenchymal calcification in that territory.3,5,13 Venous stenosis can be difficult to demonstrate in DVAs, because they may be small and are seldom assessed with conventional angiography. Venous hypertension may also occur in the absence of frank stenosis, because venous wall thickening and hyalinization may create increased resistance, diminished compliance, and venous hypertension without frank stenosis.3,5,14 The relationship of venous hypertension to dystrophic parenchymal calcification is not unique to DVAs and is also described in Sturge-Weber syndrome and dural arteriovenous fistulas and, recently, as a manifestation of congenital atresia of venous sinuses.5,13,18

We present a series of 6 cases demonstrating unilateral caudate and putaminal mineralization in association with a DVA. To our knowledge, only a single example of this association on cross-sectional imaging has been presented previously in the literature.5 Consequently, this benign entity may be overlooked in the differential diagnosis of unilateral calcification of the caudate and putamen.19–21 Potentially leading to misdiagnosis, unnecessary laboratory evaluations, or more invasive testing.

Materials and Methods

Case Series
Six patients (3 women and 3 men; age range, 30–79 years; mean age, 53 years) identified during routine clinical readout at the authors’ institutions during the past decade exhibited unilateral isolated mineralization of the caudate and putamen on CT. All patients were found to have normal electrolyte values on routine analysis, and no patient had an underlying disorder associated with deposition of calcium or other minerals. Gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging and/or conventional angiography was subsequently performed in all cases, demonstrating the presence of an associated DVA in all patients. This group of patients constituted our study population.

These cases were then assessed, with approval from our institutional review board, for the following features on CT: side of involvement, extent of caudate and putaminal mineralization, presence of associated globus pallidus or anterior limb of internal capsule mineralization, and any acute ischemia or hemorrhage in proximity to or remote from the caudate and putaminal mineralization. On MR imaging (5 of 6 patients), we
assessed the presence of mass effect or parenchymal T2 hyperintensity, the morphology of the DVA and its drainage pattern (deep versus superficial), the presence of definite stenosis of any branches or the common stem of the DVA, the presence of any additional DVAs, and the presence of any acute ischemia or hemorrhage in proximity to or remote from the involved basal ganglia. Patients undergoing CT angiography (3 patients) were further evaluated for the presence of findings suggesting venous stenosis or occlusion (eg, focal vascular narrowing or localized persistent venous contrast beyond other non-DVA associated veins in the region). Clinical characteristics and imaging results for our patients are summarized in the Table.

The caudate and putaminal mineralization was incidentally discovered during the evaluation of unrelated clinical abnormalities in all patients. Presenting symptoms included headache in all patients; a single patient presented with seizures. Two patients presented in the setting of lobar hemorrhages remote from their DVAs, 1 of which was subsequently discovered by conventional angiography to be secondary to an arteriovenous malformation (Fig 1), and the other was presumed to be the consequence of severe thrombocytopenia in the setting of myelodysplastic syndrome.

Findings were right-sided in 5 of 6 patients and left-sided in 1 patient. On CT, each patient had stippled dystrophic-appearing calcification of the basal ganglia involving the caudate and putamen unilaterally (Fig 2); preferential involvement of the anterior putamen was noted in all cases, with sparing of the posterior putamen. There was also relative sparing of the anterior limb of the internal capsule. One patient, a 79-year-old woman, demonstrated concomitant calcification of the globus pallidus interna bilaterally, characteristic of unassociated senescent changes. No associated mass effect was present in any case. In fact, there was mild prominence of the ipsilateral frontal horn of the lateral ventricle in 4 of 6 cases, consistent with mild parenchymal volume loss.

Gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging was performed in 5 patients, and all MR images demonstrated a typical DVA ipsilateral to the caudate and putaminal mineralization. No patient demonstrated any associated T2 hyperintensity in the corpus striatum or adjacent white matter. No patient demonstrated imaging evidence of a cavernous malformation in the region of the DVA or elsewhere in the brain or evidence of prior hemosiderin deposition. In all cases, the DVA drained to deep subependymal veins and subsequently to the deep venous system. There was no evidence of clear-cut focal venous stenosis in the draining DVA in any case on MR imaging; however, in all these cases, the radicles of the DVA were on the order of 1 mm and stenosis could not be conclusively determined. One patient had a second DVA in the right frontal lobe that was not associated with any parenchymal abnormality on CT or MR imaging. Two patients (patients 2 and 4) underwent CTA and DSA in addition to their MR imaging studies, and in neither case was stenosis of the DVA stem or radicles clearly demonstrated. One patient (patient 5) underwent only CTA and conventional angiography and no contrast-enhanced MR imaging. In this case of a very large DVA (Fig 3), mild venous stenosis was detected at the point where the anomalous draining vein joined the deep venous system.

Discussion

Developmental venous anomalies represent the most common cerebral vascular malformation and generally have a benign course. Because these congenital variants of the medullary venous system drain normal brain parenchyma, they are generally considered “do not touch” lesions because potentially catastrophic consequences may follow their ligation or resection.

DVAs may be associated with other vascular malformations, notably cavernous malformations, capillary telangiectasias, and arteriovenous malformations; in addition, DVAs may be multiple in 2%–16% of cases.14-25-27 Cavernous malformations associated with DVAs likely represent the pathologic end point of repeated microhemorrhages secondary to stenosis or occlusion of small branches of the DVA, leading to vascular cavern proliferation and multiple endothelium-lined sinusoidal nonuniform vascular channels devoid of mature vessel wall elements and containing thrombosed blood of varying ages.3,5,14,27,28 The related complication and presumptive inciting pathophysiology of ve-
nous hypertension have also been directly angiographically documented in large DVAs, with demonstration of pressure gradients across the venous stenosis of the DVA. This pressure gradient may lead to changes within the tissues drained by the DVA as a consequence of chronic venous hypertension and presumably initiates a cascade of histopathologic changes leading to the development of dystrophic calcification and gliosis in such tissues.

Given the frequent presence of DVAs in the vicinity of the frontal ventricular horns, the development of associated tissue changes in the caudate and putamen is not surprising. Our series suggests that this change is uncommon but not rare, presumably reflecting the fact that most DVAs are not complicated by the development of venous stenosis and hypertension. Corpus striatum calcification has been described in a variety of other disorders, notably metabolic conditions with altered calcium/phosphate balance, postinflammatory and postinfectious states, and following toxic or ischemic injury to the brain; these disorders, however, do not typically lead to unilateral involvement. In the context of postinfectious calcification or calcification related to prior neoplasm, we would also expect the calcification to be more irregular and multifocal, rather than fine and stippled. Our series would suggest that DVA is likely not an uncommon etiology of this finding, and recognition of the benign course of this condition is important in differentiating it from other etiologies on clinical grounds.

In contrast to senescent basal ganglia calcification in the aging brain, which characteristically involves the globus pallidus, we observed a pattern of calcification primarily involving the caudate and anterior putamen, with relative sparing of the anterior limb of the internal capsule (Fig 4). The basis of this capsular sparing remains speculative but may reflect differential vulnerability of the deep gray matter versus white matter to chronic venous hypertension, or it may reflect some degree of variable anatomy of the deep medullary venous zones of convergence, as recently illustrated by Okudera et al. We expect that drainage of a DVA more posteriorly rather than toward the frontal horn could result in a pattern of unilateral posterior

---

**Fig 1.** A, 70-year-old woman presenting with acute onset of headache and left-sided weakness. A, Noncontrast head CT scan demonstrates a large right frontoparietal lobar hemorrhage with surrounding vasogenic edema. This hemorrhage was subsequently shown to be due to a right hemispheric arteriovenous malformation with intranidal and flow-related aneurysms. B, CT scan caudal to A demonstrates calcification of the right caudate and anterior putamen, with sparing of the anterior limb of the internal capsule. C, Axial T2 MR image at a similar level demonstrates normal to slightly decreased signal intensity in the right caudate and putamen. Mild sulcal effacement in the right hemisphere is due to mass effect from the more superior parenchymal hematoma. Despite this, the right frontal horn is mildly dilated compared with the left. D, Axial T1 postgadolinium image demonstrates a DVA involving the right caudate and putamen. This DVA drains into an ependymal vein, likely the right thalamostriate vein, which is partly included on this image (arrow).
putaminal and thalamic mineralization, and the appearance of unilateral calcification of these structures on CT should also raise associated DVA as the likely underlying diagnosis. It is possible that this finding, though uncommon, may turn out to be more generalizable to other regions of the brain with poor venous collateral circulation.

We hypothesize that chronic venous ischemia in the territory drained by a DVA causes parenchymal changes that may result in a potentially confusing pattern of unilateral caudate and putaminal calcification. Increased recognition of this entity as a primary diagnostic consideration is necessary to avoid unnecessary and potentially invasive examinations, as well as to alleviate concern among patients and referring physicians in such cases.

Conclusions

DVA is the most common cerebral vascular abnormality and generally follows a benign clinical course. In some cases, venous hypertensive changes in the territory drained by a DVA may lead to secondary venous ischemic changes, manifesting as unilateral calcification of the caudate and anterior putamen in cases of DVA near the frontal ventricular horns. We believe that a DVA with secondary venous ischemia is an under-recognized cause of unilateral calcification of the basal ganglia and that ap-
precipitation of this entity will help to avoid unnecessary and potentially invasive evaluation in most of these patients.
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